Week 4Preschool

Social
Studies

Math

Reading

Writing

Science

Co-Curricular

Activity 1

Shape
Detective- Cut
out different
shape outlines
(cut a big shape
then cut out the
inside of the
shape) attach it
to a popsicle
stick or
cardboard and
go on a shape
hunt throughout
your house
using the
shapes you
made as a
magnifying glass

Find a book to
read. Pick a
letter in the
alphabet and
then as you
read count the
number of
times you see
that letter.

Write and
draw notes for
your teachers
and send via
Remind

Fill a plastic
bag with
water, place it
in a sunny
window. Make
observations
about the
water cycle
and how the
water rains
down.

Sit with your
child and
explore the
photos on
your phone
or in an
album. Talk
about the
events using
such terms
like a long
time ago, a
while ago or
yesterday.
Encourage
your child to
recall events
that occurred
in the
pictures. This
is an
opportunity
for your child
to work on
recall and
history.

Make a tent with
a blanket:
Gather different
materials to
support the tent
and some
blankets. Make
predictions of
what will work
best to support
the blankets.
Discuss what are
the most
important
properties when
making a tent.
Draw your
instructions for
building a tent.
Now go inside
and snuggle up
to a good book!

Activity 2

Shape
Creatures- Cut
out shapes of
various sizes
from
construction
paper (or have
your child color
the shapes if
you don’t have
construction
paper) and have
them glue to
paper to make a
shape creature.
Talk about the

Name mix upAsk a family
member to mix
up the letters of
names in your
family and see
if you can put
them back in
order.
Examplemmoym=mom
my

Have the kids
write notes on
post-it or
pieces of
paper and slip
them under
doors at your
house and
they can
pretend they
are mailing
letters they
can write
letters on the
papers and
then they can

Backyard
Scavenger
Hunt: Find
something
that smells
good. Find 2
sticks. Find a
bird. Find 3
different
colored rocks.
Find a bug.

Have your
child talk
about their
favorite place
to visit. Talk
about how
they might
get to the
place. How
far is it, can
you walk or
do you have
to drive.
What city it’s
located in or
what

Follow the
leader! Have one
person give 3
step directions
and see if you
can remember
the order an
d what to do!
Example-Go to
the kitchen,
touch the
cupboard, and
jump up and
down 2 times.

different shapes
they are using
and their sizes.

Activity 3

Math Scavenger
Hunt: Find 4
socks and 2
stuffed animals.
How many items
do you have all
together? Find 2
pencils and 1
crayon. How
many items do
you have? Find
3 spoons, 2
books and 1
marker. How
many items do
you have all
together?

read you the
note they
wrote.

Use the junk
mail and
scissors to cut
out letters. Try
to spell your
name or names
of family
members.

Write a daily
message
board, like we
do at Greeting
Time. You
can do it on
paper,
chalkboard or
a dry-erase
board. Read it
to your family.
Take a picture
if you want
and send it
through the
Remind App.
or email it to
your teachers.
They would
love to see
your work.

landmarks
are close by.

Ice and Salt
Experiment fill two trays or
cups with the
same amount
of water and
put them in
the freezer
until
completely
frozen.
Sprinkle salt
on one of the
ice blocks and
not the other.
Make some
predictions
then observe
what is
happening.
There are so
many ways to
extend this
activity. You
could have
two different
ice blocks,
one with salt,
one without
and then
measure how
much water
has melted off
after a certain
amount of
time. You
could try
different types
of salt or
change the
temperature
of the water. If
you have it
you could add
water colors

Have your
child talk
about what
they did
yesterday.
Talk about
different parts
of the day.

Coffee filter
crafts-cut filter in
different shapes
(hearts, eggs,
eta.) and use
watercolors or
markers to
decorate.

or food
coloring.

Activity 4

Have a small
bag/bowl of a
snack (gummies
or whatever you
have) and place
them on the
table. Sort them
in different
groups (i.e.
color, size,
shape). How
many are in
each group?
How many are
there
altogether?

Read a story
and while you
are reading,
point to each
word as you
read.

Write a recipe
with your child
on his/her
favorite food to
bake. Have
the child draw
pictures and
help gather
the ingredients
to bake.
Discuss how
the child
enjoyed being
a part of the
baking
process. Did
he/she eat
what was
baked? Was it
good? Was
there
something that
you could
have done
differently next
time
(self-reflection)
?

Spring
Scavenger
Hunt: Find a
flower. Find 2
birds. Find a
spider web.
Find 3
different
shaped
leaves. Name
2 things you
see in the sky.
Find
something
that grows
that is green.

Hide and
Seek Object Choose a
Toy, not too
small, and
hide it in
different
rooms in your
house. For
an added
math activity
you can
make a chart
with all the
names of
your different
rooms on it
and have
your child
make a tally
mark next to
that room
every time
they find it
there. When
you are done
count the
tally marks
and discuss
which room it
was in the
most and
least.

Sing The Ants
Go Marching as
a family. Assign
each member a
different part.
Hold up the
number on a
paper/card as
you sing your
part. Change the
animal from ants
to bunnies, birds,
puppies etc…
How would they
march?

